Cahul was established as a town in 1835, and the name was given after Russian victory with Turkey in 1770 near river Cahul.

Cahul had 1300 Jews in 1857, 800 Jews in 1900 from total of 6100, 92 Jewish businesses in 1924, and 803 Jews lived in Cahul in 1930 according to Sir Martin Gilbert Atlas, 1939-40.
Jewish Cemetery at the map of town Kagul, Strada Vasile Stroiescu (Google Map)

The gate of the Kagul Jewish cemetery
There are about 355 grave stones standing or laying on the ground at the Cahul cemetery. Some of them do not have any inscription, and broken.

There are 241 records we uploaded to the JOWBR, with 219 photographs of them.

Also 112 graves were unrecognized, because of no writing or very little writing, from which we could derive any names. These 112 photos you can view at the Bessarabia SIG website / Cemetery section or directly here: Unknown Graves at Cahul cemetery. Some of these 112 images of graves have a few words or letters written, but still the names were not understood. If any of you could read one or more of these writings, please let me know, and we will update the JewishGen records.

Here are our members of JewishGen who helped to decipher the writings at these graves:

Madeleine Isenberg
Lisa Liel
Valentin Lupu
Basea David Moscovici
Dov Oppenheim
David Rosen
Anat Rosenbaum
Jo Mintz Seligman

Thank you very much to all of you! Without your help that project will not be possible!
There are a large number of stone graves from 19 century, 1860-1870s.

Here is such grave for person Israel, the only information we could read

Another grave, you could find among Unrecognized graves At Bessarabia SIG/Cemetery
Grave from 1871!
Announcement near the gate of the cemetery:

Entrance to the cemetery to visit the graves by relatives

From 8:00 to 17:00 (5pm)

Except Friday and Saturday

No Trespassing

Part of the cemetery
The view of the gates from inside the cemetery.

View in the new part of the cemetery
The caretaker’s House at the cemetery.

Caretaker - Mihaielcscu Victor Nicolae

Phones
2-24-12 (working)
4-26-12 (home)
0-69175612 (cell)